Flow Cytometry

Evolution of flow
cytometry as a drug
screening platform
Flow cytometry is an established technology used in many research and clinical
laboratories. The largest users are immunologists and haematologists who use
it for cell sorting and analysis. Increasing requirements for processing larger
numbers of patient samples led to the development of automated tube loading
carousels and, later, multiwell plate-based sampling systems. The high speed
quantitative high content analysis of cells also makes flow cytometry an
attractive technology for drug discovery applications and it is used at many
stages of this process. Recently it is also finding a niche in drug screening
laboratories sharing bench space with other high throughput technologies.
Flow cytometry is becoming an ideal tool, particularly in an environment where
primary cell-based assays are increasingly being deployed to monitor drug
responses.

F

low cytometry is a microscopical technique
dating back to the 1930s1 and instruments
have been commercially available since the
1970s. It was developed to allow high-speed quantitative analysis of cells and other particles. Cells
suspended in a liquid are passed through a focused
laser beam to generate optical signals, such as light
scattering and fluorescence. These signals are typically processed in real time. Large numbers of particles are analysed in a short period of time (1,00050,000/s) to provide statistically robust information about the cell population. Although single
cells are the particles of interest, flow cytometry
can be used for examining other types of particle,
such as chromosomes, synthetic microspheres and
other insoluble particulates2-4. Flow cytometry has
long been recognised for its multiparameter capability (12 parameters or more is common practice)
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as well as high speed analysis and sorting capabilities (>30,000 cells per second). In addition, its multiparameter capabilities allow it to distinguish tens
of cell subsets in multiplex format.
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Plate-based flow cytometry
Multi-parametric analysis enables an extensive
investigation of the complex interrelated mechanisms of drug action in cell-based systems. The
ability to make high-content measurements has
made flow cytometry an important tool used for
drug discovery. It is used at every stage of the drug
discovery cycle both in Pharma and Biotech companies, including target identification and validation, hit identification, lead and candidate selection
and safety studies. In vitro and ex vivo flow cytometry methods are routinely employed in toxicology
studies assisting in identifying and characterising
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Figure 1
Beckman Coulter MPL flow
cytometer integrated with a
Robotic Plate handler
(Beckman Coulter) and a
refrigerated stacking incubator
(Thermo)
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off-target effects at the single cell level5. Flow
cytometry is used during clinical testing in order to
assess both safety (eg anti-drug antibody testing)
and pharmacokinetic assessments to monitor the
plasma levels of protein and peptide based therapeutics6.
While flow cytometry has found many applications in several stages of drug discovery, its routine
widespread use for high throughput drug screening
has been somewhat limited. This is unlike the analogous technology – automated high content imaging (HCI), which in terms of drug screening is an
established technology common in screening laboratories7. The failure of flow cytometry to keep
pace with HCI is largely down to low individual
sample throughput on commercially available
instruments. Most flow cytometers use a single
tube sampling mechanism and are largely used for
immune phenotyping of single (patient) clinical
samples8. Automated (bar-coded) tube sampling
using carousels/racks, with capacities of up to 40
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aCD3/aCD28
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T cells/human
T cells/human
T cells/human
B cells/human/mouse
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IL8, GRO␣, MCP1

Neutrophils,
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Table 1: Examples of some flow cytometry assays used for target-based drug discovery at GSK
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tubes slightly improves the throughput of sample
tubes. But the arrival of microwell plate-based
sampling flow cytometers are key to usage in more
routine applications of drug discovery. This also
allows the use of further integrated robotics,
peripheral automation and liquid handling
automation associated with a typical pharma drug
screening laboratory.
The increasing use of phenotypic cell-based
assays in drug discovery9 has led to a drive to find
ways of increasing flow cytometry throughput. At
GSK we worked with Beckman Coulter to automate an FC500 MPL flow cytometer (Figure 1).
The flow cytometer was integrated with an automated refrigerated plate stacker and automatic
transfer system. This configuration has been successfully utilised for target-based drug discovery
where several flow cytometry-based mechanistic
and functional assays were used to profile hundreds of compounds in concentration-response
profiling. Table 1 lists some flow cytometry assays
that we used for drug screening using an automated FC500. These assays were routine and run
weekly over long periods of time during lead optimisation campaigns. Such assays would be impossible to prosecute without appropriate facilities,
peripheral automation and liquid handling. This
included an on-site blood donation unit, allowing
access and delivery of fresh human blood and the
ability to handle it effectively and safely.
One assay run routinely was used to identify
antagonists of actin polymerisation in granulocytes
(Figure 2). Inhibition of cell migration is the rationale behind a number of anti-inflammatory drug discovery programmes, with neutrophil chemotaxis
assays often used as an assay to monitor cellular
drug activity. Actin polymerisation can be used as a
surrogate measure of cell chemotaxis10, and monitoring the inhibition of granulocyte actin polymerisation in human whole blood offers considerable
time and cost savings over conventional cell migration assays. Additionally, automation is a key factor
in the measurement of actin polymerisation. This is
because actin polymerisation occurs within seconds
following stimulation10 and in this assay was optimal after 45 seconds of stimulation with IL-8.
Scheduling software on a Biomek FX automated
liquid handler was crucial to ensure reproducibility
and concomitant increased throughput.

High Throughput Flow
Cytometry (HTFC)
While the use of automated plate-based flow
cytometry has been successfully applied to smaller
target-based assays, it has not until recently
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entered high throughput drug screening laboratories, where typically 100,000s of samples are run
in low volume microplate-based assays. Flow
cytometry, in the past, has been severely limited in
throughput rates of individual discrete samples,
with sample times of several minutes per well.
Typical 96-well microwell plate read times
obtained with the Beckman Coulter FC500 automated system (Figure 1) were at least 60 minutes
or longer per plate depending on the assay. Some
instruments, such as Becton Dickinson’s LSRII or
Fortessa with the high throughput sampling
attachment (HTS), have a slightly higher sampling
rate, but collectively this low plate processing time
was a significant limitation and could not meet the
size and scale of assays run in drug screening laboratories. Even testing small (1,000s) compoundfocused screening libraries was a challenge.
The main features of conventional flow cytometry that hamper their ability to handle samples rapidly is a combination of data processing and the
mechanics concerned with running one sample to
the next. There are significant delays relating to
saving individual sample associated files, and in
the cell suspension sampling mechanism, that often
involves tube priming and flushing11. Two successive generations of high throughput flow cytometry sample handling technology have evolved to
address these issues. Both were developed at the
University of New Mexico11. The first of these is
Plug flow cytometry. A flow injection analysis
approach is used in which individual sample suspensions are sequentially inserted as plugs of precisely defined volumes into a flowing fluid, which
delivers them into the flow cytometer12. The second generation technology, now commercialised
by Intellicyt is the HyperCyt. This uses a peristaltic
pump in combination with an auto-sampler
(Figure 3). In contrast to the typical sample handling mechanism, the HyperCyt approach is to
continuously deliver the entire sample, eg 96 wells,
with each sample (well) separated by air bubbles
(Figure 3). The data from all the samples in the
plate are acquired and stored in a single file. A high
resolution time parameter is also recorded during
data acquisition. Temporal gaps in cell detection
are created in the data stream by the passage of the
air bubbles, allowing the individual cell suspensions to be easily distinguished and separately evaluated when measured in conjunction with the time
parameter. Cell suspension volumes as low as 1 to
2ul can be sampled depending on the cell concentration. The HyperCyt is compatible with a number of different flow cytometers and the system can
be automated with plate loaders. We took the
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Figure 2: Neutrophil actin polymerisation monitored using flow
cytometry. Cells were incubated with compound for 30 minutes at 37˚C
and stimulated with IL-8 for 45 seconds at room temperature. Cells are
fixed, permeabilised and stained using L-alpha-lysophosphoatidyl-choline
(Sigma), 4% PFA and Alexa 488 phalloidin (invitrogen) for 30min at room
temperature in the dark, before analysis using flow cytometry. A: Flow
cytometry light scattering plots and fluorescence histogram overlays plots
depicting an increase in fluorescence intensity following actin
polymerisation. B: Plots showing the effects of IL8 on both neutrophil
chemotaxis and actin polymerisation. Similar EC50s of 9.6 and 9.4 in both
chemotaxis and actin polymerisation were obtained. C: Various inhibitor
effects on both IL8 stimulated chemotaxis and actin polymerisation,
showing a close correlation between the two assays

approach of integrating the system with a Beckman
Coulter Biomek NX. We found that this was more
suitable than a conventional robotic arm as it
allowed us to perform just-in-time additions to
plates as well as providing extra lab liquid handling capacity (Figure 4).
The HyperCyt can sample both 96 and 384 well

A

plates in less than four and 12 minutes respectively. The plate sampling time is highly dependent on
the cell concentration. Plate read times as low as
four minutes can be obtained when the cell number
is not limiting, for example, when using immortalised cells. However, sampling times are higher
when analysing rarer sub populations of cells from

B

Figure 3: IntelliCyt HyperCyt sampler for flow cytometers (a) The HyperCyt principle (b) Figure from IntelliCyt
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Step 1: Remove noise
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Step 2: Well identification

Figure 4: Automated high throughput flow cytometer. A BD Accuri C6 flow cytometer is
integrated to an IntelliCyt HyperCyt sampler which in turn is integrated with a Beckman
Coulter NX. Plates are positioned directly on to the HyperCyt using a plate shuttle

D

Step 4: Export and analyse data

C

Step 3: Identify cell populations
Figure 5: HyperCyt method for high throughput flow cytometry. The illustrated assay
assesses the ability of test compounds to inhibit the upregulation of CD11b in GRO␣stimulated neutrophils in whole human blood. 10ul volumes of whole blood is first treated
with compound and stimulated with GRO␣ for a further 15min before surface maker
labelling, RBC cell lysis and fixation using 4% PFA. Samples are aspirated from microplate
wells and delivered to a BD-Accuri C6 flow cytometer as a series of fluid volumes (~2ul
each) separated by air bubbles. A four-second flush step was introduced at the end of each
row of wells. The samples are detected in the flow cytometer as discrete clusters of events
that appear at uniform time intervals. Each cluster represents ~2,000 cells sampled from a
well. Data is then processed by IntelliCyt’s Hyperview software. A: The first step in processing
the data is to remove ‘noise’ associated with bubbles. B: The second step is to associate each
time separated cell cluster with its corresponding wells – well identification. In this case 96
separate peaks can be identified. The larger time interval every 12 wells corresponds to a
four-second plate shake and probe flush step introduced into the sampling process. C: The
third stage involves typical flow cytometry data analysis where the populations of interest are
identified and appropriate gating strategy applied. D: Finally, data is exported and
automatically analysed using Activity Base XE (IBDS, Guildford, UK). Graphs depict the
inhibition of GRO␣ stimulated CD11b upregulation using the CXCR2 antagonist
SCH52712318
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Figure 6
Hybridoma screening using a
combination of fluorescent
bar-coding and high
throughput flow cytometry. A:
Supernatants are combined
with detecting antibodies and
fluorescently bar coded cells in
assay plate wells (from
www.intellicyt.com). B: Four
separate populations of cells
are identified using different
concentrations of calcein AM.
C: Histograms showing the
levels of test Mab binding to
each of the four populations of
cells
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C

more complex heterogeneous populations, such as
those found in PBMCs.
One example where we have deployed the
HyperCyt is for the routine analysis of GRO␣
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stimulated CD11b upregulation in neutrophil populations in whole human blood (Figure 5). CD11b
is expressed on the surface of many leucocytes
including granulocytes. Functionally it regulates
leukocyte adhesion and migration to mediate the
inflammatory response13 and its upregulation in
granulocytes can be used as a surrogate marker for
chemotaxis, similar to actin polymerisation. The
assay only requires 10ul of whole blood per well in
a 96-well plate, reducing blood usage and avoiding
costly neutrophil purification procedures. Plates
are stacked on the Biomek deck and automatically
transferred on to the HyperCyt. Typical plate read
time is less than 10 minutes using a HyperCyt,
whereas at least 60 minutes is required using the
FC500 system. The multiparametric nature of flow
cytometry allows the detection of CD11b directly
on neutrophils using a combination of light scattering and CD16 surface maker labelling. Other
invaluable information is also captured, such as
cell number and morphology giving an indication
of potential compound toxicity.
We have also been exploring the applications of
HTFC for antibody screening. Traditionally, antibody screening for cell surface target antigens often
consists of several sequential steps. Each step
involves different tests for binding and specificity
followed by cell-based assays. Screening hybridoma supernatants for specific antibodies that bind
cell-based antigen is a critical component of monoclonal antibody generation and often a bottleneck
in the process. Binding of monoclonal antibodies
to whole cells expressing target protein is preferred
over solid phase methods such as standard ELISAbased technologies. It is highly advantageous if
cell-based assays can be performed at the primary
screening stage in the monoclonal antibody selection process. This is because in cell-based assays
ligands remain in their natural confirmation. The
FMAT (Fluorometric Microvolume Assay
Technology) is recognised as a gold standard platform for primary therapeutic antibody screening
using whole cells expressing the target protein of
interest14. Since thousands of clones are routinely
screened, flow cytometry was not viewed as a practical option for primary high throughput hybridoma screening. However, flow cytometry offers several advantages over the FMAT such as sensitivity
and its ability to measure several parameters simultaneously. The simple use of flow cytometry light
scattering allows the discrimination of dead cells
from test populations and thus reduces the numbers of false positives, a constant issue we identify
with the FMAT. Previously throughput has limited
flow cytometry use to secondary confirmation
Drug Discovery World Spring 2013
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screens. Using the HyperCyt HTFC screening for
therapeutic antibodies is now possible and at the
same time offers all of the full armoury associated
with flow cytometry providing a more robust and
sensitive screening platform.
During hybridoma screening it is usual to test
specific binding of secreted antibodies from each
hybridoma supernatant to a positive human target
cell (eg, a transient cell line expressing the target
protein of interest), a negative expressing cell
(expressing a similar related protein) and one or
two orthologue species expression the protein of
interest. This would normally result in screening
hybridoma supernatants several times in separate
assays to test for binding. Using flow cytometry all
the different cell types can be mixed together and
run as one, thus increasing the throughput of the
assay, making significant time savings and saving
costly reagents. This is accomplished by using a
technique known as fluorescent cell bar coding15,
where different populations of cells can be identified using a different fluorescent signature. For
example, each cell population can be labelled with
a different concentration of the fluorogenic sub-

strate calcein AM. The cells are then mixed and
aliquoted into microtitre plate wells. Test antibody
supernatants plus controls are added to the mixture and then analysed using HTFC. Each population can be differentiated based on their fluorescent intensity, and the corresponding antibody
binding to each cell type can be quantified simultaneously (Figure 6).

Discussion and future perspectives
Traditional flow cytometry has an important role
throughout the drug development cycle and is represented at each phase in some capacity. Often
flow cytometry is the preferred technology to use
for drug screening when running phenotypic
assays, but throughput limitations have led to the
development of less desirable recombinant assays.
The introduction of plate-based sampling on flow
cytometers began to realise the potential of flow
cytometry as a drug screening platform. The introduction of faster sampling technologies, such as the
HyperCyt and the use of peripheral automation
and liquid handling has transformed flow cytometry as a drug screening tool. HTFC is still at ‘the
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lower end’ of the capacity scales in a typical drug
screening laboratory where one to two million
compounds can be profiled in just a few weeks, but
further improvements are in progress (eg, 1536
well sampling). Other important, platform independent, factors require consideration, such as
assay costs and cell supply, particularly the availability of primary human cells.
Despite the significant advances in sample
throughput, managing and interpreting complex
multi-parametric data remains a challenge.
Traditional flow cytometry data analysis tools are
not designed to meet this problem, as the typical
software package is a complex tool designed for
universal use, not to handle high capacity plates,
eg, 384 or more wells. Even with 96-well plates,
most flow-cytometry analysis approaches are inefficient. Better computational analysis tools are
required to handle the quantity and complexity of
the data. Combining the increased quantity of data
from simultaneously measured biomarkers with
data collected following cell population perturbation after exposure to drugs or other factors
(growth factors, etc) may require a multifactorial
approach to data analysis, where complex
response patterns are generated from heterogeneous populations. Speciality custom-tailored
informatics solutions designed with flow cytometry in mind will be required, such as the use of
Cytobank and advanced visualisation tools such as
spanning-tree progression analysis of density-normalised events (SPADE)16 or PlateAnalyzer17.
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